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aspects of research.and instruction will continue. The relationship of undergraduate
to graduate education is changing, and as knowledge increases, graduate programs
are becoming more specialized. A response to the problems of smaller institutions is
the development of consortia. The appropriate role and authority of the graduate
dean is a topic of attention in the literature and 3 patterns have emerged--the dean
as clerk, the dean as scholar, the dean as scholar-administrator. A comparable
administrative question concerns the organization requied to discharge functions
within departments. Many factors --the draft, job requirements, obsolescence of
technical knowledge-- account for a greater number of students than formerly and
their conditions of life vary considerably. There is also great diversity in the

requirements for graduate degrees and. few trends are discernible. In the
determination of what degrees fo offer, there is a growing need for flexibility and
relevant stanrards. New and concrete data must be provided for the solution of
many of the problems now causing controversy among those who seek to improve
graduate education. A lengthy annotated bibliography is included. (JS)
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FOREWORD

(If and when this manuscript is published

for general distribution, the Editor will

gladly prepare an appropriate Foreword

for the wider audience.)

6
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HIGHLIGHTS

1.. One of the most pressing issues in relation to graduate education
is the question pf whether there should be a composite faculty for
all levels of instzuction or separate faculties for the graduate and
undergraduate programs.

2. As knowledge increases and the total educational system improves,
subjects formerly taught in graduate school become a part of the
undergraduate offering, subjects formerly a part of college instruc-
tion have been introduced into the high school curriculum, and
graduate programs become increasingly specialized within the
disciplines.

.3. The history of the graduate deanship reveals three fairly distinct
patterns: (1) the dean who is there primarily because of his
scholarly reputation; (2) the dean whose major responsibility is
the clerical and service function -- a clerkship for the graduate
faculty; or (3) the dean who is a scholar-administrator with
an increasing responsibility for genuine educational and institu-
tional leadership. The current trend seems to be in the direction
oi the third pattern.

4. In such matters as foreign language requirements, the dissertation,
and length of required residence, the literature shows great diver-
sity in institutional practice and few discernible trends. Such

issues are under constant review, but the debates are supported
mainly by strong personal opinions rather than factual studies.

5. There is a growing need for increased flexibility and for standards
of relevance in the determination of graduate degrees to be
offered.

6. There is a great need for more extensive and intensive research
that focuses specifically on the various aspects of graduate edu-
cation. New and concrete data must be brought to bear on the
solution of the many problems, issues, and areas of contention
confronting those who would improve American graduate educa-
tion.

vi
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I. RELATIONSHIPg.OF GRADUATE TO UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS

Gtaduate education in the United States, by which is normally

meant all formal education beyond the baccalaureate level, has been

under intense scrutiny for some time. Well-established graduate pro-

grams have been examining themselves in the light of widespread

assertions that course requirements are archaic, that time requirements

are unreasonable and unrealistic, and that many of the ills of under-

graduate education, particularly the alleged "flight from teaching," are

chargeable to attitudes and practices of the established graduate schools.

At the same time, developing institutions are establishing or signifi-

cantly augmenting programs of graduate study. In planning their own

futures, undergraduate institutions are anxiously inquiring whether

they can afford to develop a graduate program, or whether they can

indeed survive and prosper in the absence of an associated graduate

program. The shortage of Ph.D.'s to serve not only in education but

in industry and government has been given much attention, and a lively

controversy continuei over whether the situation will be alleviated or

exacerbated over the next decade or two.

Among the most pressing issues on many campuses is the question

of whether there should be a composite faculty for all levels of
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instruction or separate faculties for the graduate program and the under-

graduate program. Many insthutions, particularly those with a long-

standing commitment to undergraduate education,are unwilling to see
41,

the faculty separated. They prefer to have the senior professors

available for instruction of undergraduates, and to bring to bear the

insights of the total faculty on educational problems which transcend

the division between levels of ins°;ruction. At the same time, graduate

deans and graduate professors are restive at having to submit matters

of spacial interest in the graduate program to the judgment of colleagues

not directly involved. Moreover; as institutions grow in size, a

composite faculty tends to become unwieldy. Attention to this problem

is given in many of the accounts of ctraduate education listed in the

annotated bibliography which follows.

The widespread use of graduate assistants for various functions

in undergraduate education has caused equany widespread concern.

Undergraduate students often protest that much of their instruction is

entrusted to often untrained and little supervised subinstructors who

are candidates for graduate degrees at the same institution, while the

fully qualified professors are preoccupied with graduate instruction

and research. Defenders of this system counter with the argument that

many of the functions of undergraduate instruction, such as the super-

vision of laboratories, the grading of tests, the reading of exercises

and essays, and the conduct of discussion sections, are an inefficient
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use of professorial time and are more appropriately delegated to

apprentice teacher-scholars. In some instances, this kind of experience

is 'closely supervised and is regarded as an essential aspect of the

education of the granate student, particularly if he is planning to

enter the teaching profession. The subsidization of graduate education

appears to be a generally accepted practice, and the graduate assistant-

ship and graduate fellowship are the most familiar means of subsidy.

In some instances and institutions the most able students are granted

the premium fellowships, which are often outright grants intended to

free them from the necessity of teaching or other duties, so that their

completion of the doctorate can be expedited. Also where sponsored

research is an important aspect of the total graduate effort, many of the

best candidates, particularly in the sciences, serve as research

assistants and are unavailable for other duties. In these circum-

stances the least qualified of the graduate students may be left to

carry the major share of the undergraduate instructional responsibilities.

Another abuse which has been mentioned is the overloading of graduate

assistants with teaching responsibilities, or the prolongation of the

apprenticeship for several years of subinstructorship, so that progress

toward the degree is relatively slow. There seems little doubt that

the use of the graduate student as an assistant or apprentice in all

aspects of research and instruction can be expected to continue, albeit

with some restrictions and safeguards.
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The appropriate undergraduate base for an institution offering

graduate instruction is a matter of current debate. Most continental

Euro.pean universities are primarily graduate institutions which focus

on research and advarThed study in a variety of specialties. In the

United States, only a few institutions, such as the University of

Chicago and The Johns Hopkins University, have graduate programs

which are much more extensive than the undergraduate college. The

normal pattern appears to be a larcie undergraduate base in the liberal

arts and in professional or preprdfessional education, which supports

in a variety of ways the admittedly very expensive graduate offerings.

The large departments, which can be justified on the basis of the

number of students served in an undergrtAuate program, make possible

the coverage of the variety of special fields in any given discipline

considered necessary for a viable graduate degree program. The

student credit hours generated by the undergraduate program, particu-

Lrly if large lecture instruction is employed, can be used to justify the

assignment of professorial time to small graduate seminars and to the

time-consuming function of directing research and theses. To some,

this appears an exploitation of the undergraduate program, and to

others, a necessary and proper functionalization to meet differing

but equally legitimate needs of undergraduate and graduate instruction.

Among the trends in the relationshi7.) of undergraduate and graduate

education, the following may be noted. As knowledge increases and
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the total educational system improves, subjects formerly taught in

graduate school become a part of the undergraduate offering, topics

formerly a part of college instruction have been introduced into the

high school curriculum, and graduate programs becomr increasingly

specialized within disciplines. The combination of the knowledge

explosion and the affluent society makes the subsidized postdoctoral

year devoted to research increasingly familiar. Some observers

7 describe the withering away of the undergraduate program, which they

claim is being absorbed on the one side by secondary schools and on

the other by the graduate schools in a closer approach to the continental

--European. pattern. Others, notably the spokesmen for the private under-

gradUate liberal arts co'lege, stoutly assert the continuing validity of

-=the.two-ye-ar and four-year undergraduate curricula as appropriately

-self-contained, and not merely a continuation of high school or a pre-

paration for graduate school. Nevertheless, under the impetus of

Federal and state financing of graduate education through grants in

support of research activities and facilities, the gap between the

foremost institutions and those of the second and third rank is in

danger of widening. The most capable, ambitious, and productive

faculty members are drawn to graduate centers. Small institutions
4.

may be hard put to compete for their proper share of the annual crop

of entrants into the teaching ranks of higher education in the face of

the attractions of the large universities and graduate centers, as well
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II.. ADMINISTRATIVE RELATIONSHIPS

Virtually every full-scale account of the current situation with

regard to graduate studies addresses itself to the question of the

appropriate role and authority of the graduate dean. Three separate

patterns appear to emerge both from practice and prescription. The
-

first is that of the graduate dean as a distinguished scholar whose

reputation will attract research gi-ants and eager students, and whose
7

personal and professional prestige provides him with an advantage in

negotiations with department chairmen and other administrative

officers. One such distinguished scholar is alleged to have accepted

the appointment only on the condition that he be permitted to discharge

his duties on the principle of "calculated neglect."

-A second pattern is that of the dean as clerk. There is a con-

siderable body of legend, much of it doubtless well-founded, which

suggests that when the dean is a distinguished symbol, the operations

of the graduate school are actually in the hands of his secretary and

clerical staff. Thus the secretary to a graduate dean can be an

extremely powerful if anonymous force in the life of the candidate

for an advanced degree. Moreover, a considerable body of opinion

holds that the real focus of graduate study is within the department,
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and that the office of the dean performs a clerical and service function

only. Accordingly, the deanship may be relegated to a minor position

in the administrative hierarchy and be staffed by a willing junior

colleague or a fading warhorse from the elder faculty.

The obviously increasing importance of graduate instruction as

an institutional function leads to the proposal of a third pattern, of

a powerful graduate deanship. The officer primarily responsible for

graduate instruction may now be a vice president, or a dean with

authority and prestige comparable to that of the deans of other colleges

and professional schools. Most of the analytical studies' note and

deplore the fact that the graduate dean is frequently without a separate

budget or a separate faculty, and that he is forced into negotiation

rather than planning and goal-setting for the graduate program. The

questions of the appropriate role and status of the graduate dean are

thus far from resolved, but there seems to be a trend in the direction

of assigning more authority and more prerogative to this administrative

office. The situation is complicated, obviously, by the historical

role of the departments and of the department chairmen, that of the

autonomous graduate professor, and that of the deans of the pro-

fessional schools with responsibility for both Undergraduate and grad-

uate instruction. The somewhat anomalous position of the graduate

dean may be one reason that the position is frequently vacant or filled

by an acting dean. The current trend would seem to be to assign

Ft. war 02, ,
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to the graduate dean not only supervision of sponsored research within

the institution and distribution of funds available in support of graduate

instruction, but alsp a significant participation in faculty recruitment,

promotion and tenure decisions, and other activities with obvious

consequence for the graduate program, whether or not there is a

separate graduate faculty.

A comparable administrative question concerns the organization

within departments to discharge the functions of graduate education.

Sometimes the chairman will devote the bulk of his attention to the

graduate program, leaving the administration of the undergraduate

program to a faculty committee or to junior assistants. Sometimes

a faculty committee within the department is the locus of administrative

power for the department's graduate program. A department may be

divided formally or informally into graduate and undergraduate compo-

nents. Where a separate graduate faculty exists, the offering or

withholding of appointment to this faculty is a matter of great interest

and concern to members of the general faculty.

Sometimes, a single curriculum committee reviews graduate and

undergraduate offerings alike. More often, however, there is a

separate curriculum committee for the graduate school; frequently, it

is a subgroup of the graduate faculty, or it may be a university grad-

uate committee. Because of the overlap of graduate and undergraduate

trk "
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offerings, particularly in newly established programs, or in programs

where a number of master's degrees of various kinds are offered with

relatively flexible rpquirements, some system of coordination is

required.



III. THE GRADUATE STUDENT

The graduate student body in a modern university in the United

States is far from homogeneous. There is a continuing cadre of stu-

dents pursuing graduate study for an immediate professional goal.

Many forces are at work which pour into the graduate schools many

students who would not have taken this route even a few years ago.

A presumably temporary press is the Selective Service deferment

which is allowed for the student who continues his academic enroll-

ment Some students are frank to admit that their principal motivation

for continuing their graduate study is to postpone or avoid military

service. However, the perennial student is not a new phenomenon;

and, if one can believe what some analysts are saying about students'

feelings that the changing world beyond academia is a threat, there

may be an increasing number of students for whom graduate study is

a haven to be clung to for as long as possible.

The premium placed upon holding an advanced degree for salary

and job classification benefits, particularly int the field of education,

assures that many students for whom a baccalaureate would once have

been sufficient will undertake to complete at a minimum the master's

degree. The general escalation of expectation, which tends to set the
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baccalaureate degree as a rrquirement that once could be met by a

high school diploma or by a two-year associate degree, has the effect

of elevating the requirement from a college diploma to a master's
di

degree and from a master's degree to the doctorate in the ascending

hierarchy of job descriptions and expectations.

The laudable ambitions of developing nations, and the desire of

the Federal Government and many institutions within the United States

to be helpful and supportive to them, increases the flow of foreign

students into graduate programs. The language problems they fre-

quently bring with them constitute a spetial consideration which is

not adequately resolved in every graduate school.

With. the growth of knowledge and the swift obsolescence of in-

formation and skills, graduate schools are called upon for a continuing

educational function. Sometimes mature part-time students will be

engineers and scientists se,king to upgrade their skills in mathematics

and computing techniques; sometimes they may be women preparing to

re--nter a profession after 10 or 15 years of domestic preoccupation;

sometimes they may be merely intelligent citizens with new-found

leisure and intellectual curiosity. Such diversity of graduate students

demands an equally diverse collection of graduate offerings and, very

possibly, the domestication of technological aids such as educational

television to the purposes of graduate as well as undergraduate and
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noncredit instruction.

While a great deal of attention has been given.of late to the

quality of undergradu'adte student life--and normally a panoply of

facilities and services are at the disposal of undergraduate students

(dormitories, student unions, student counseling, and health services)--

the graduate student may be, in matters social rather than academic,

the forgotten man. Since most graduate students are at least 21 years

old and frequently married, they are presumed to be capable of fending

for themselves in the manner of the European university student,

with none but academic claims upon the university. Nevertheless,

some universities are beginning to provide graduate student dormi-

tories, married student housing primarily for the benefit of graduate

students, and to offer graduate students the privileges--and some-

times the concomitant regulations--provided for undergraduate students.

Conditions of life for graduate students, sometimes even on the same

campus, may range from the well-supported, well-housed, profession-

ally accepted predoctoral or postdoctoral fellow to the lonely, anxious,

self-supporting, or minimally subsidized, graduate student. Evidence

suggests that the most capab3e graduate students, particularly in

fields of scarce persOnnel and abundant resources, are courted like

star athletes, while less fortunate but only slightly less deserving

candidates receive little encouragement.

n+ Arm,



IV. RIGID .0.R FLEXIBLE GRADUATE REQUIREMENTS

forE_.±g_Li.Ilanguages

Continuing debate among graduate faculties has centered on the

question of the appropriateness of the foreign language requirement

for the master's degree and the doctorate. Normally this requirement

has been for a reading knowledge of one foreign language, usually

French or German for the master's degree, and a reading knowledge

of two foreign languages for the doctorate. The reading knowledge

requirement is apparently based on a presumption of the use of these

7languages as a research tool, rather than as evidence of cultural

breadth as is the case with the undergraduate liberal arts degree.

Given this preSumption, it is argued that for many students, a dif-

ferent foreign language, usually Spanish, Russian, or an ancient

language, would be more appropriate. It is also argued that the

language of mathematics, or that of one of the many computer languages,

would be a more effective and more relevant research tool. In any

case, the whole queition of language requirements is under serious

review.

The Dissertation

The German origins of the Ph.D. in the United States are evident
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in the extent to which research culminating in a dissertation that

makes an original contribution to knowledge is a crucial requisite for

the doctorate. This requirement is frequently deplored and responsibly

'accused as a wasteful and fruitless endeavor, as the cause for the

multiplication and elevation of scholarly trivia, and as the reason for

Many worthy candidates balking at finishing their degrees. So it is

.--that some institutions, such as the State University of Iowa, will

accept an original novel, a book Of poems, or a group of critical essays

in lieu of a Germanic dissertation. Practice varies widely in the

kequirements for the master's degree. In many instances a dissertation

is required together with comprehensive examinations, but in others

a master's degree is automatically awarded upon the completion of

specified course work beyond the baccalaureate.

Residence

Minimum residence requirements are normally invoked to assure

that e graduate program for which a degree is sought will have suf-

ficient coherence, consistency, and focus, and not be merely a

hodgepodge of disparate offerings from different institutions. However,

in graduate as in undergraduate edur:.ation in this country the mobility

of the population is such and the transfer proctivities of students

(and of the faculty mentors they may seek to follow) are such that

residence requirements sometimes create problems. It is considered

normal for a student to take his graduate degree at an institution
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different from the grantor of his undergraduate degree, and not at all

unusual for him to take his master's degree from one institution and his

doctorate from a second. Thus, a minimum of a single academic year

is the usual residence requirement, and some programs have no
2.0

specific residence requirement. It is common practice for a student

to complete all of his course requirements on the campus and then

leave for full-time employment expecting to complete his dissertation

during spare time and holidays. The difficulties of this latter pro-

cedure are widely discussed and is the occasion of much concern

about the waste of academic talent stalled with the hypothetical

A.B.D. (All But Dissertation).

3
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V. GRADUATE DEGREES

For some time the graduate curriculum has come under attack for

its presumed irrelevance to the end purpose of the degree. It has

been argued that most curricula place a disproportionate emphasis

?anon research, narrow specialization, and on the particular skills

of the discipline rather than on its application. The place of research

as central to graduate education has been sharply challenged and

stoutly defended. Perhaps ironically, at a time when the doctorate in

many fields is not primarily a preparation for teaching, the inclusion

of some instruction and supervised experience in teaching is becoming

a standard part of the preparation for the doctorate in many areas.

In establis1 d tradition the Master of Arts (M.A.) and the Master

of Science (M.S.) degrees have generally served in graduate education

to parallel the Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) and Bachelor of Science (B.S.)

degrees which signify completion of the baccalaureate program. In

England the master's is the teaching degree and is taken as denoting

genuine competence in a specialized field. In this country, despite

efforts to maintain high standards and periodically to "rehabilitate"

the master's degree, it appears generally to have lost its status and

its consistent significance. Occasionally, it may represent a two-year
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or even longer period of postbaccalaureate education replete with

rigorous seminars, a culminating comprehensive examination, and a

research thesis. Irr other instances, it may signify no more than two
411

semesters of additional course work beyond the baccalaureate and

very li.ttle else. Sometimes it is awarded as a "consolation prize"

for*Ph.D. candidates who have failed in the latter part of their pro-

grams, or who are thought to be too limited in capacity to be encouraged

to pursue the last stages of work toward the doctorate. A general

confusion about both the actual meaning and the appropriate meaning

of the master's degree is therefore wholly understandable.

The Ph.D. has traditionally been considered the highest earned

degree for academic and scientific personnel. However, both its

essential character and its appropriateness have increasingly been

challenged. One alternative which has gained wide acceptance is

the Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) degree which, with occasional depre-

ciation, is accepted as the appropriate terminal degree not only for

educational administration but for teaching in many fields. Because

of doubts as to whether a research degree is indeed the appropriate

preparation for a teachirig career in higher education, and because of
t

the stringencies of the dissertation requirement for the Ph.D. ,

alternative teaching degrees which signify something between the

conventional master's and the conventional Ph.D. are the Master of

Philosophy (M.Ph.) and the Doctor of Humanities (D.H.) degrees.
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Individual universities have introduced degrees such as the Doctor of

Social Science at Syracuse University. hether such alternatives to

the Ph.D. will indeed provide a solution to the problems they are

intended to solve anc411 whether they will win full acceptance remain

Professional degrees such as the M.D., D.D.S., D.V.M.,

, and J.D. for medicine and law appear to generate little

controversy. However, there is considerable debate as to whether the

appropriate terminal degree for a graduate student in the fine arts

should be the M.A. , the Ph.D., or the Master of Fine Arts (M.F.A.)

degree. Similarly, in the field of business, the Ph.D. versus the

D.B.A. (Doctor of Business Administration) and the M.A. or M.S.

versus the M.B.A. (Master of Business Administration) continue to

serve as focuses of lively debate.

The effort to recruit into the elementary and secondary schools

more students educated in the liberal arts, and the transformation of

many former teachers' colleges into colleges of liberal arts, has lent

impetus to graduate programs leading to the Master of Arts in Teaching

This program, pioneered by Yale and Harvard, undertakes

to combine instruction and experience in pedagogy with advanced work

in the specialized field complementing and extending undergraduate

liberal arts preparation. Such programs are now in effect at a large
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number of universities. A corollary need has been identified for

employed teachers who are trained and certified in pedagogy and who

wish to carry on graduate work in a specialized field for which they
dt,

find themselves short of the standard prerequisite for the M.A. or

M.S. program. A new degree, the Master of Science in Teaching

(M.S. T.), offering a composite of upper-level undergraduate and

first-level graduate courses in the specialized field, has been devised

to meet this need. In all such circumstances, campus controversy is

likely to develop over granting graduate credit for an undergraduate

course or holding all graduate candidates, regardless of their prepara-

tion, to the same rigid set of prerequisites for graduate study in a

discipline. The need for flexibility and for standards of relevance is

*apparent; many problems of philosophy and attitude remain to be

resolved before the M.A.T. and M.S.T. programs are fully established

and recognized.

'
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, VI. NEEDED RESEARCH

An exhaustive inquiry is unnecessary to point out that there are

many critical areas in which research is needed in graduate education.

In fact, to paraphrase a statement by a well-known writer, so little

research has been done in so many areas of graduate and professional

education that one can accurately say that the "field has not been,-

touched." In reference to all phases of higher educational research,

Nevitt Sanford has said that in some areas there is research of high

quality but these areas are narrow in scope and relevance; he main-

tains that the processes exposed have not been related to processes

in other areas and that in some areas of the highest importance for

the educational enterprise, almost nothing has been done. 2 This

description applies equally well to graduate education, where there is

insufficient information because of the lack of sound, coherent

systems of theory and, consequently, the lack of theoretically based

empirical research. These fundamental deficiencies can and must be

remedied. Enumerate_d below are several areas where research is most
S

needed; some specific suggestions are made, which point out possible

directions for such research. It is essential that the widespread need

for a variety of concrete data be met.

-
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Organization and Administration

Much more research needs to be focused on the organization and

administration of the.graduate program in a variety of institutional

settings, in the multipurpose university, in the small university, and

in the college with limited graduate offerings. Both the actual roles

and the proper roles of graduate deans are seen as ranging from clerk

to tsar. The locus of power and the control and direction of graduate

programs may be with the individual professor, the department, the

division, the faculty committee, the graduate faculty, or one of a

variety of top administrative officers; or it may be/diffused in a

variety of ways. Aside from Milton Muelder's lucid account of the

proposed reorganization of graduate study at Michigan State, and the

consensus in the literature that a graduate dean who often lacks a

faculty and a budget is likely to be hamstrung in his efforts to perform

his proper function, little in the literature is enlightening as to actual

or optimal patterns of organization for the administration of graduate

programs.

Graduate Students and Student Life

While the work of Pace and Stern, Nevitt Sanford, and the on-

going projects at the gerkeley Center for Research and Development

in Higher Education, among others, have examined the characteristics

and the styles of life of undergraduates in a variety of institutions,

this work needs to be extended and amplified to include graduate
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students. 3 The late David Boroff offered in journalistic form some

interesting insights into the life of graduate students on some

23

of the

great midwestern univrsity campuses, and much has recently been

44

made of the participation of graduate students in the expressions of

student discontent at Berkeley and other major universities. However,

the graduate student population is evidently various, s<wiftly growing,

and probably rapidly changing. Studies are required to provide better

insight into graduate student characteristics, needs, and expectations.4

While a number of follow-up studies of undergraduate degree

holders have been conducted, research is needed into the career

patterns of holders of graduate degrees. 5 Apart from some studies

which purport to show that a relatively small number of holders of ad-

vanced research degrees actually conduct productive research and

publication subsequent to completing their dissertations, little appears

to be known of.the later careers of various categories of advanced

degree holders.

Graduate Programs and the Numbers Game

Many institutions and programs are taking shape and direction on

the basis of assumptions regarding future needs for personnel with ad-

vanced degrees. Bernard Berelson in 1960 seriously questioned many

of these assumptions and suggested that a much smaller number than

had been supposed would actually be required. A year later, Oliver
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Carmichael sharply challenged the Berelson position and suggested

that an acute crisis was indeed developing. Everett Walters in

1965 and Allan Cartter in 1966 came close to restating the Berelson

position. Additional rsearch would seem to be required to resolve the

still lively controversy.

Further, the whole process of assessing needs for 'increased pro-

duction of graduate programs needs refinement. Does, or should, the

investment in graduate education follow a curve dictated by society?

Do the industrial, scientific, governmental, and educational sectors

have differential or special claims? Is the spiraling trend toward

.
higher and higher academic degrees for certain,professions and posi-

tions to be accepted as inevitable, or should it be countered? What

is the relation between the internalized desireS of institutions and

departments to offer graduate degrees and the actual shortages or

increasing d2mands in many fields? The genesis of graduate programs

in typical institutions and the pattern of minimum or preferred degree

requirements for employment are eminently worthy of.study.

A study of the undergraduate origins of advanced degree holders

led to some strongly urged conclusions about the quality of certain

institutions and classes of institutions. It is desirable at this time

to pursue a similar study to see if the findings can be replicated or

whether the vast changes in public and private higher education haxi e

caused new patterns to emerge. Similarly, John W. Gustad's study
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of the academic origins and influences upon students who enter the

teaching profession might well be extended to a study of the influences

which direct a student into graduate study or into a particular field.

Certain problems of oversupply and undersupply might be addressed

in this way, although it is unlikely that colleges in the United States

are prepared to countenance arbitrarily controlled access or assign-

ment to particular areas of a discipline.

Distinguished scientists have argued on both sides of the question

as to the number of potential scientists in the population. Some

insist that all that is required to increase the number of scientists is

better training and more access to scientific studies, while others are

convinced that diminishing returns would be encountered in any effort

to sharply enlarge the number of advanced degree students in science.

This important question should be studied.

The Teaching-Research. Controzersi.

While educational conferences and journals, along with the popu-

lar press, bristle with discussions of the connection between effective

teaching and productive research, credibility appears to depend much

more upon the prestige of a spokesman than upon validation by research

data. It should be possible to determine the degree to which demon-

strably effective teaching is supported by or antithetical to serious

research activiAr. Differences among fields i-Ind disciplines in this

, .vekyok-
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respect are likely, but the matter should be investigated. Particularly

.in the area of graduate study, teaching by and through research is so

_comi-non that conventional measures of "teaching load" may be meaning-

less or at the least mitleading. Several kinds of research could

illuminate this question.

-TeaChinnd ietds
In graduate education, as in undergraduate education, there is a

_pressing need for imaginative and searching research into the relative

.effectiveness of rival methods of teaching and learning. Application

of technology, through programmed learning, computer-aided instruction,

-.and other innovations, both imminent and overdue, requires testing

:-and investigation.

The Impact of External Influences on Graduate and Professional
Education

Empirical research to determine what kinds of influences are

operating to shape higher education today is meager. This research

gap is not consonant with the increasing recognition of and concern

: for the effects of a host of forces on American graduate education.

--These determining forces, agreed by most writers to be operative,

have not been clearly-identified and categorize* nor has any relevant

or comprehensive investigation been made to uncover their extent and

impact. 6 Much of what is written on this topic--as is the case
-4

unfortunately with much of the literature on higher education--is

:4

-
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reflection, speculation! opinion, and comment, and rarely does it

take the foim of a systematic study; however, there are some signi-

ficarit exceptions.7

The authors of sources reviewed for this report divide their at-

tentions .among several general categories: currently developing

Federal relationships with higher education and their consequences,

emerging cooperative organizational patterns, statewide planning and

coordination, standards and accreditation, professional organizations

and other organized special interest groups, foundation support, and

autonomy vs. control. Included in.these separate concerns are cer-

tainly the most obvious and visible forces affecting higher education.

But precisely how these forces are affecting higher education is dif-

ficult to assess, and few attempts at discovery are being made.

Neither are the effects of more subtle forces being determined because,

here also, no explicit data have been generated. Only the idea that

there exist numerous forces emanating from all levels of the society

has been postulated and superficially explored. In addition, research

techniques for assessing the variable and possible influences have

not been devised.

It is not too bold a suggestion to indicate that much of graduate

education would be enhanced and made both more interesting and more

productive if research efforts were turned inward rather than to have
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research consistently apply to everything except the process of educa-

tion itself.



FOOTNOTES
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1. See Bernard Berelson, Graduate Education in the United States.
New York., McGraw-Hill, 1960.

2. Nevitt Sanford, ed. , The American Colle_ge:Apsy
SociaL retation of Hi her Learning, p. 25. New York, John Wiley,
1962.

3. The quality of the life of medical students has received some
attention in recent years. For example, see Helen H. Gee and Robert

J. Glaser, The Ecology of the Medical Student. Evanston, Ill.,
Association of American Medical Colleges, 1958. Robert K. Merton

and others, The Student Physician: Introductory Studies in the
Sociology of Medical Education. Cambridge, Mass., Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1957. Howard S. Becker and others, Boys in White.
Chicago, University of Chicago Press, 1961. Paul Heist reviews his
own work and that of others on legal, medical, dental, and engineering
students in Nelson B. Henry, ed., Education for the Professions:
61st Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education.
Part 2, "The Student," p. 211-34.

4. For the most recent review of student studies, see George D. Yonge,
"Students." Review of Educational Research, vol. 35, No. 4, p. 253-
63. October, 1965. Also see T. R. McConnell and Paul Heist, "The
Diverse College Student Population." In Sanford, ed., 22.. cit.,
p. 225-52. For a review of studies of college and university environ-
ments, see William B. Michael and Ernest L. Boyer, "Campus Environ:-

ment," Review of Educational Research, vol. 35, No. 4, p. 264-76.
October, 1965. See also Terry F. Lunsford, ed., The Study of Campus

Cultures. Boulder, Colo., Western Interstate Commission for Higher

Education, 1963.

5. Two examples of this are H. Glenn Ludlow, The Doctorate in Edu-
cation: A Further Investigation of Persons Receiving the Doctorate in
the rield of Education in the U. S. in the Year 1958. Washington,
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1964. William
W. Cooley, Career Development of Scientialsc Cambridge, Mass. ,
Graduate School of Education, Harvard University, 1963.
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6. Such a series of investigations has been undertaken with secondary
education as their focus. See Roald F. Campbell and Robert A.

Bunnell, Nationalizing Influences on qeclo_nilar Education. Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1963.

7. See ibid. Also see the on--going studies of the Brookings Institu-
tion. In addition, Professor Burton Clark, now of Yale and formerly

of the Center for Research and Development in Higher Education at
Berkeley, has expressed continuing concern that there is insufficient
research.in thisaarea. He is presently doing some preliminary work to

set up a long-range research project focusing on this topic.



.ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

This bibliography is only representative of the literature in higher
education that is relevant to the subject; it is not an exhaustive
listing. In view of the other titles in this literature search series and
in light of another project sponsored by the U. S. Office of Education
which focuses on a comprehensive compilation and review of the litera-
ture on this same topic (see Ann Heiss, Center for Research and De-
velopment in Higher Education, Berkeley, California--in preparation),
the authors decided to cite and review only those source materials
directly pertaining to and substantiating the text portion of this volume.
Also no attempt was made in the text to focus on the recurring issues
related to any one particular professional area, because this aspect
of post baccalaureate training is also the subject of a separate mono-
graph in this series (see Milton Horowitz, Trends and Developments
in ProfessiontalchIcation). These facts are reflected in the following
bibliography.

1. Brown, Hugh S. , and Lewis B. Mayhew, Americianitigher Education.
New York, Center for Applied Research in Education, 1965.

As considered by the authors of this overview, AmeriZan higher
education is a social institution, and, as such, institutions of higher
education are the creation of their supporting constituencies and are
desig I n zccomplish socially desired ends. Pursuing this thesis,
they coilci,Ade that the present forms of higher education have emerged
out of earlier forms as the institutions responded to and attempted to
cope with new social_imperatives. The authors' attempt to place the
continuing evolution of institutions of higher education in the context
of the ebb and flow of societal needs and demands is only partially
successful because it is only partially valid; there are other major
determinants shaping higher education. Taken as a whole, this is a
useful but colorless description of American higher education.

2. Brubacher, John S. , Bases for Poln Higher Education. New York,

ci
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McGraw-Hill, 1965.

The reasons why this treatise has been so widely acclaimed become
evident at first reading. It is adroitly argued and'crisply reasoned,
and'it is entirely readable despite its weight. The book is predicated
on the assumption that there is a need for a com rehensive and
systematic statement Of philosophic principles on which higher educa-
tion can be founded and from which policies governing higher education
can be developed. Brubacher attempts to set forth such a statement
by wirmowing and rearranging the major philosophies which lie at the
"base of the educational practice and policy." This is a much needed
reaCtion to a state of affairs in which it is rare that an administrator
is able to act on the basis of any well-considered and consciously
developed philosophy of higher educati

3. Devane, William Clyde, Higher
America. Cambridge, Mass., Har

on.

Education in Twentieth-Century
yard University Press, 1965.

The author views American higher education from a historical per-
spective, concluding that the disarray of the present scene is evi-
dence of abundant life and vigor. The diversity of higher education
is aptly illustrated by the author's examples developed from the point
of view of the institutions hemselves--their characteristics, their
development, their teachers, trustees, administrators, and students.
For the most part this analysis is lucid and well-documented; occasion-
ally it becomes a recapitulation of well-worn truisms.

4. Kerr, Clark, The
Harvard University

Uses of the University. Cambridge, Mass.,
Press, 1963.

In this provocative and widely reviewed series of lectures, Kerr
describes what he believes higher education has becomv. an immensely
complex, mulf faceted, multidirectional, multipurpose institution of
infinite variety, with fractionalized power and ill-defined boundaries.
Although many have attributed to Kerr the position of advocating
higher edu ation as he portrays it, he is actually sketching the
realities as he views them and does not necessarily agree with all of
what he sees. Admittedly one is left with the impression that Kerr
believes that the many benefits of the multiversity outweigh the dys-
functions. The multiversity affects many peoplq in many different
ways and in turn is affected by many influences and forces which con-
tribute to its amorphous character. Some of the questions raised and
responded to by Kerr include: How did the multiversity happen?
What is its history? How is it governed? What is life like within
it? What is its justification? Does it have a future?

;
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5. Perkins, James A., The University in Transition. Princeton,
Princeton University Press, 1966.

This much-heralded monograph contains the author's interpreta-.

tion of what the modern university is, what it has been, and what it
is becoming. Three s.spects of knowledge are identified and char-
acterized: its acquisition, its transmission, and its application.
Each of these aspects is said to be institutionalized as one of three
missions of the modern university: research, teaching, and public
service. In this way, as Perkins portrays the historical bases of
American higher education, he also neatly relates this growth and de-
velopment to several crucial and formidable current problems. He
states two major themes as the critical problems from which the
others stem. Each of these three functions of the university tends to
grow cancerously; the problem thus becomes one of inhibiting uncon-
trolled growth. Second, assuming that American higher education has
fully embraced these three subtly and intricately meshed missions
and that there are demonstrated organizational strains caused by their
inherent interrelatedness, the problem becomes one of making deci-
sions for one of these areas while taking into account the impact of
these decisions on the other two areasotherWise, the integrity of the
university is violated.

B. University Administration

6. Corson, John J., "The University--A Contrast in Administrative
Process." Public Administration Review, vol. 20, p. 2-9. Winter,
1960.

This article, excerpted from a chapter in the guthor's Governance
of Colleges and Universities, compares the ways by which business
firms, governmental agencies, and universities arrive at decisions.
The author points up three contrasts in university decision-making.
First, he suggests that the college or university staff is less often
guided in making decisions by a single or limited number of clear and
generally understood purposes. Second, he points out that faculty
members have divergent interests and loyalties, which complicate
the university's decis-ion-making process. According to the author,
this commitment to discipline before institution results in conflicts
over courses, curriculum, and budgets. Third, the author believes
that less authority and responsibility resides with the chief executive
and the governing board in education than in other organizations.

7. Litchfield, Edward H., "Organization in Large American Universities:
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The Administration." 121112:111.21_1:11.91-Ler. klucationi vol. 30, p. 489-
504. December, 1959.

The author's main thesis is that there are general organizational

and administrative prtnciples which can and should be applied to
academic administratiQn. He attempts to generalize certain functions
of administration because of his firm belief that university administra-
tion can never be understood fully unless academicians "look to insti-
tutions beyond the campus which may have relevant experiences to
share "

8. , "The Role of the Academic Disciplines in a
Modern University." Address delivered at University of Pittsburgh,
December 16, 1958.

This cogent address, delivered by the author while he was chan-
cellor of the University of Pittsburgh, advances the thesis that higher
education must not only recognize the central integrating position of

the academic disciplines, but must establish an organizational
pattern commensurate with such recognition. The author summarizes
several patterns of relationships currently employed in universities
vis-a-vis the academic disciplines and the graduate and professional
schools.

9. Lorish, Robert E. , "The Politics of Curriculum Revision." journal
of General Education, vol. 17, p. 273-86. January, 1966.

In a crisp, no-nonsense manner, this article astutely describes
the decisional setting of the university, thereby underscoring the
complexities of the university decision-making process. The author

defines this setting as including the total complex of elements that
describes the decisional situation, such as the nature of thZ problem

itself, the organization of the decision-making apparatus, the personnel
involved, and the factor of time. These and other elements are des-
cribed by Lorish as affecting both the nature and possibility of deci-
sion. He maintains that the translation of a desired objective into
reality within the decisional context of the modern university is no

small task: and he illustrates this by focusing on the objective of
curriculum revision. He dispels academic myths by demonstratIng
that decisions are rarely unanimous or spontaneous, but in some way

and to some degree they arrived at by an engineering of consent. He
counsels that the effective administrator must therefore be prepared to

engineer consent. This article represents a sensitivity to the politi-
cal aspects of higher education not often apparent in articles dealing
with similar tvpics.
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10. Lunsford, Terry F., ed. , The Stud of Academic Administration,
Boulder, Colo, Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education,
1963.

:

This is a collection of papers presented at the 1963 WICHE Insti
tute at Berkeley. The.primary thrust of these lectures is toward both
systematic theorizing about academic administration and empirical
studies of it. The several authors recognize and emphasize that the
unique organizational characteristics of the college or university
require 'special considerations both in the formulation of a conceptual
framework and in the design of research.

11. Mil lett, John D. , The Academic CommL_L-Ity_t:I:stnEssay_on-
zation. New York', McGraw-Hill, 1962.

The underlying theme of this work is that because of the sub-
stantial differences among organizations, the theoretical concepts
and organizational principles which are used in business and public
administration cannot be applied in their entirety and automatically
to the operations of the academic organization. The author believes
that the organizational similarities of colleges and universities to
other institutions are only superficial.

12. Muelder, Milton E. , ed. , The System of Administration of Gradu-
ate StudiesatLlicl_212an State Ujayersi East Lansing, Office of
Research Development and Graduate School, Michigan State Univer-
sity, 1962.

The role and importance of administration in graduate studies at
Michigan State. University is discussed within the context of the
growth of graduate studies throughout the United States andopt the
university. The topics examined include the choices of administra-
tive systems, the implications of the rapid growth of new knowledge,
basic policies established by the Michigan State University Senate,
the impact and significance of the total efforts and direction of the
university, and continuing queries which the university should put to
itself. This insightful monograph addresses the question, "What is
the minimum administration necessary to accomplish what needs to
be done, and what should be the character of this administration?"
The author makes a di;Ainction between direct arid indirect adminis-
tration. He explains that in its simplest terms direct administration
is immediate responsibility to perform certain assigned or implied
tasks; indirect administration is the performance of certain tasks
through the services of others, with delegation of responsibility
and authority. .This is a sensible, sensitive, and inviting approach
to self-analysis. Whether it is generally applicable and whether it
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is a more idealistic than realistic appraisal are questions for debate.

13. Thompson, James E. , ed. , Approaches to OrganizationalDesign.
Pittsburgh, University of Pittsburgh Press, 1966.

In the introductory chapter of this book, Ralph Stogdill makes

two telling points. First, he writes that students of organization are
presently confionted with a situation in which fragments of theory
are presented as a complete theory. Second, it is a situation in which
concepts and problems regarded as important in the study of organizations
are determined in part by the view or combination of views held by the
theorist, in part by the philosophical and professional schools to
which he subscribes, and in part by the individual conceptualizations
he wishes to advance. These descriptive statements of the current
status of organizational theory lead Stogdill to assert the need for a
synthesis. Attempts to derive such a synthesis constitute the focus
of this first chapter and set the tone for the rest of the volume. This
book is included here not because of any direct relevance to the study
of graduate education, but because it is a useful reminder of the
pressing need of a conceptual framework "either for thinking systema-
tically about college organization and administration or for drawing a
coherent set of hypotheses for investigation."

C. Graduate Education

14. Berelson, Bernard, Graduate Education in the United States. New
York, McGraw.-Hill, 1960.

This highly praised and widely known study is the foremost piece
of research concerned with graduate education; it remains the best-
designed, most thoroughgoing and comprehensive study of its kind.
The most prevalent and crucial issues, controversies, and current
dissatisfactions of present-day graduate education are forthrightly
presented and supported or denied by concrete data. In the last
chapter, the author lists his several recommendations, each of which

has stimulated scholarly thought and extensive debate.

Berelson states his 19 recommendations uhder the following

headings: (1) programs, where he urges the enforcement of the four-

year doctorate, the abbreviation of the dissertation, the regularizing

of postdoctoral work, the leaving of the foreign language requirements
to the departments, and the elimination of the oral defense of the
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the dissertation; (2) support and completion, where he advocates
student self-support, the active encouragement of ABD's to complete
their work, and the provision cf more support from industry; (3) stu-
dents, where he recommends the active and systematic recruitment of
graduate students and the establishment of informal social centers;
(4) college teaching,, where he recommends differentia/ handling of
teachei- training, teaaing by all doctoral candidates, and the intro-
duction nf a new intermediate degree; (5) institutions, where he cites
the neeC :or the improvement of relations between the graduate schools
and the coileges; (6) administration and organization, where he recom-
mends krengthening the office of the graduate dean as well as the
National Organization of Graduate Schools; and (7) conception and
evaluation, where he recommends a systematic review of graduate
programs by graduate faculties, by the departments, and by the
institution.

15. Carmichael, Oliver C., Graduate Education: A Critigue_a_m_i_a_
Program. New York, Harper and Bros., 1961.

This work is based on visits to 40 universities over a two-year
period. The author is sharply critical of the present administrative
structures of American graduate schools, the ways in which the grad-
uate schools are related to the undergraduate and professional schools,
the lack of effective articulation between the colleges and the graduate
schools, the failure of the graduate schools to assume a vitally needed
leadership role in American education, the specifics of graduate pro-
grams and degree requirements, and the failure of the graduate schools
to provide sufficient numbers of college teachers. On the positive
side, the author makes a series of proposals which he believes will
provide the impetus and the means for improving the current situation
which he deplores. Included among Carmichael's recommendations
are the following: a seven-year integrated program leading from high
school graduation to the Ph.D., wherein the freshman and sophomore
years become pre-graduate education, and research, writing, inde-
pendent reading and other educational approaches characteristic of
the graduate level begin in the junior year; a doctoral teaching degree;
theses and dissertations which focus on ideas and ideals, not on
fact-finding; and the active encouragement and recruitment of college
teachers beginning in the freshman year. Carmichael's general dis-
satisfaction with graduate education as it presently exists opposes
Berelson's view that, on the whole, graduate education is accom-
modating the needs of this country.

1. Cartter, Allan M. , An_Assessmeat ofitth&ac_IL..iaiteEcluca-
tion. Washington, American Council on Education, 1966.
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The major objectives of this study are the appraisal of certain
programs in American graduate schools, the updating of data, and the
critical examination of available techniques of evaluation. The
study purports to be a survey of the informed opinions of a panel of
experts numbering mpre than 4,000 scholars from more than 100
institutions. There aze four major conclusions of the study. (1) A
survey based on the opinions of well-informed scholars within the
academic community is as reliable a guide as one can devise in
attempting to measure quality. (2) Departmental strength is directly
associated with quantity of publication, performance, and with aca-
demic salaries in the upper two professional ranks. (3) Divisional
strength correlates closely with certain objective indices. (4) Over-
all university strength is closely associated with university salary
levels and library resources. This most recent and comprehensive
study of its kind has provoked considerable interest and debate.

17. Grigg, Charles M., Graduate Education. New York, Center for
Applied Research in Education, 1965.

The author critically reviews several of the traditional areas of
contention in 'graduate education. He succeeds fairly well in sum-
marizing and surveying such subjects as the dissertation, the place
of the master's degree, the organization of the graduate school and
its relationship to the college of arts and sciences, and the relation-
ship between research and teaching. Aside from these highlights,
his contribution is neither penetrating nor original.

18. Keniston, Hayward, GracluateStucly_arE.1 Research in the Arts and
Sciences at the University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia, University
of Pennsylvania Press, 1959.

The objective of this study was to assess the strengths and needs
of graduate education at the University of Pennsylvania as these com-
pare with graduate programs in 25 other supposedly similar institutions.
The author consulted with department chairmen in these institutions
and asked them to rate the strongest departments in their fields. The
findings are listed in an appendix. Keniston's study received a good
deal of attention and stirred up much debate because of the alleged
limitations of its metbods and the possible built-in biases of the
sample.

19. Select Committee on Education, Education atIgheley: Berkeley,
University of California, March, 1966.

Of special interest in the present context is.Chapter 10 of this
report entitled "Graduate Education." The introduction of this chapter

v=. . E.Z
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offers reasons for believing that the structure and content of graduate
training (at Berkeley) are in need of reexamination. The committee
then makes several recommendations with special reference to grad-
uate education at Berkeley. These recommendations refer to problem
areas identified by the committee: the meaning of specialization,
the departmental provams, interdisciplinary courses, and teaching
as graduate study.

20. Walters, Everett, ed. , Graduate Education Toda Washington,
Amerinn Council on Education, 1965.

This series of essays has been lauded as an especially lucid and
comprehensive account of the major features and concerns in grad-
uate education--concerns shared by professional educators and lay-
men alike. The several authors fuse a descriptive with an analytic
approach, and the result is generally satisfactory. Their consensus,
as stated in the concluding essay, is that no severe shortage of Ph.D.'s
is likely in the foreseeable future because the production of Ph.D.'s
will increase. Although the authors believe the forthcoming expansion
in graduate education will raise (or further complicate) many problems
concerning admissions, fellowship needs, faculty requirements, an
imbalance in support of educational programs--not to mention the
physical problems of providing university facilities, equipments and
housing for a greatly expanded graduate student population two decades
hence--their collective outlook toward graduate education today is
generally optimistic.

D. The Relationshi,RoLgacluate to Undergraduate Programs

21. Bailey, Nathan A. , "The Relationship of Graduate to Undergraduate
Education in Business Admistration." In John J. Clark and Blaise J.
Opulente, eds. , Professional Education for Business. Jamaica, N. Y. ,
St. Johns University Press, 1964.

Dean Bailey concisely raises many pertinent and crucial questions,
which are apparently obvious and therefore often overlooked. He
points out that the problems of the relationship of graduate to under-
graduate ethication in business administration tare part of a larger
series of related and mostly unresolved questions pertaining to career
preparation. He adds that there are two opposing and controversial
views of graduate education in business: that graduate educEition is
primarily an extension of the undergraduate business program which is
its logical and proper foundation; and alternately, that a relationship
between graduate and undergraduate business education is neither

...teNif
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necessary nor desirable. The author justifies the undergraduate por-
tion of business education, and then addresses himself to another
fundamental question, "What is graduate education and how does it
differ from undergraduate education?"

22. Clark,. John J., end Blaise J. Opulente, eds., Business and
Liberal Arts. Jamaical. N. Y., St. johns University Press, 1962.

The several authors of this work set forth a number of guidelines
which they suggest can be used as the basis for a meaningful blending
of the liberal arts and sciences with the professional business
curriculum. The editors predict that in the near future the curriculum
of the business school will assume a definite management orientation
which will reflect a variety of efforts to apply the theoretical and
empirical materials of the behavioral sciences.

23. Dressel, Paul L., Lewis B. Mayhew, and Earl J. McGrath, The
Liberal Arts as Viewedby Facult Members in Professional Schools.
New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1959.

This is an inventory of the attitudes and opinions ( I faculty mem-
bers in a number of technical and professional colleges concerning
liberal arts courses and requirements. This study attempts to
determine the general favorableness or unfavorableness of these
faculty members toward the liberal arts portion of the curriculum. The
authors conclude that the data represent a widespread endorsement
of the idea that specialized subject matter of technical and professional
curricula should be considerably undergirded by the studies custo-
marily found in liberal arts colleges. Thisis another variation of
the thesis actively fostered by McGrath and his colleagues at
Columbia in their prolific writings.

24. Gordon, Robert Aaron, and James Edwin Howell, Ilialiel:Eclucation
for Business. New York, Columbia University Press, 1959.

This is a report of the results of a study sponsored by the Ford
Foundation on business education at the collegiate level. While this
detailed and comprehensive work encompasses both undergraduate
and graduate business education, of special concern in the present
context are Chapters 1,1 and 17, both of which deal specifically with
issues pertaining to graduate programs. One issue explored is that
of the nature of the degree. Because of uncertainties as to how much
graduate training should be expanded and as to the kinds of careers
which should be emphasized, most schools have not yet decided
whether the master's degree in business should be considered a
graduate or a p'rofessional degree. Identified as another issue is the
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question concerned with determining the best kind of undergraduate
preparation for postbaccalaureate training in business. The authors
describe and analyze a variety of existing business programs and
concludo that it is best to defer business education to the graduate
level.

25. McGrath, Earl J.4, Are Liberal Arts Colleges ../.3_e_csairn Professional
Schools?, New York, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1958.

In this monograph, McGrath revives the question of the proper
balance" between professional and liberal education. He believes that
the partisan advocates of either one of these types of education would
be well-advised to modify their positions in the light of historical
developments and the present circumstances in American higher edu-
cation. As McGrath sees it, the facts reveal that both objectives
have become conspicuously permanent features of all types of higher
education.

26. , The Graduate School and the Decline of Liberal
Education. New York, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College,
Columbia University, 1959.

McGrath pursues his favorite thesis that the liberal arts colleges
are failing to perform their proper mission, that is, providing broad
gtineral education according to the specific criteria he sets forth.
Such phrases as "congeries of unrelated courses" and "patternless
mosaic" are freely sprinkled throughout this monograph as descriptions
of the current curricular disorders in the undergraduate liberal arts
college. The author attributes these defects to the ascendancy of
graduate education, and he offers a series of justifications for his
strongly held opinion. He concludes by recommending six steps
toward the reestablishment of the freedom0of the liberal arts colleges
from dominance by graduate education. The zealous tone and dramatic
language reflect the fact that this is a position paper with a single
view and purpose.

27. Ness, Frederic W., and Benjamin D. James, Graduate Stli_clyin
the Liberal Arts College. Washington, Association of American
Colleges, 1962.

The expressed pu-rpose of this study is two,-fold: to determine
both the common and the diverse elements of the graduate curriculum
in selected private colleges; and to explore ways and means for
improving the quality of these programs. The study fulfills this dual
intent. It describes in some detail the programs and the present
commentaries on problems confronting them. Throughout this realistic
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appraisal of the plight of master's-level programs is woven the earnest
hope that a continuing assessment and resu'ifing improvement can be
made. Unfortunately, this familiar refrain has resulted in little real
innovation.

28. Trinkhaus, ChaQes, ed., A Graduate Proaram in an Undergraduate
Colls:229:,..The Sarah Lawrence Experience. Middletown, Conn.,
Wesleyan University Press, 1956.

This book examines some of the problems involved in establishing
and maintaining a graduate program at Sarah Lawrence College. The
program is based on the philosophy of individual education and in-
cludes what the members of the reporting committee believe are the
best features of graduate education: independent reearch projects,
seminars, tutorial instruction, some freedom of choice among fields
and sublects, and consideration of the student as an adult.

E. Professional Education

29. Lynn, Kenneth S., ed., The Professions in America. Boston,
Houghton Mifflin, 1965.

This series of essays purports to correct what is identified as a
generalized lack of knowledge about the professions,their nature,
their functions, and the myriad problems confronting them. An
attempt is made to define professional behavior, with the admission
that there is no consensus as to what this entails. "Professional
behavior may.be defined in terms of four essential attributes: a high
degree of generalized and systematic knowledge; a primary orientation
to the community interest rather than to individual self-interest; a
high degree of self-control of behavior; and a system of rewards that
is primarily a set of symbols of work achievement " Based on
this definition, the university professional school is seen as function-
ing primarily to transmit to its students a generalized and systematic
knowledge that is the basis of professional performance. Briefly,
the university profes3ional schools are viewed by these authors as
among the primary, innovators and systematizers of ideas for their
respective professions. 4

30. McGlothlin, William J. , Patterns of Professional Education. New
York, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1960.

This is a. straightforward presentation of recurrent and salient
problem areas in professional education. A particularly deft summary

!A , 41.1,
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of the established patterns of, and issues pertaining to, the relation-
ships between professional schools and other components within
universities especially commends Chapter 6.

31: McGrath, Earl J. , Liberal Education in_the Professions. New
York, Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University,
1959.

McGrath sharpens the widespread debate over the need for and
the possibilities of merging two sets of educational objectives, those
of liberal education and those of professional education. This is
purportedly a study of the curricula of selected undergraduate profes-
sional units in colleges and universities. Nevertheless, these em-
pirical aspects are overshadowed by the bold relief in which the
author's thesis stands out on nearly every page: the curriculum of
higher education should be an integral whole, which includes a
careful blending of both liberal and professional ingredients. Aside
from this insistent advocacy, the thesis clearly has merit.

32. National Society for the Study of Education, Education for the
Professions._ 61st Yearbook, Part 2, Nelson B. Henry, ed. , Chicago,
University of Chicago Press, 1962.

This N.S.S.E. Yearbook is both penetrating and comprehensive
in its treatment of perplexities common to all areas of education for
the professions. The problems synopsized by G. Lester Anderson in
the first chapter and amplified in later chapters by the several authors
include: problems of purpose, identity, standards, evaluation, and
reform; problems of relatiOns--with universities, society, the liberal
arts, with other professions, and with the subprofessions; problems of
uniqueness and autonomy on one hand and cooperativeness and shared
responsibility on the other; problems of stability within a process
of change; problems of quality compromised by expanding demands for
service; problems of maintaining a supply of professionals from a
limited pool of talent; and finally the problem of continuous refresh-
ment of those in service. This informative compilation of essays is
basic reading for students of higher education.

33. Stone, James C. , and Clark N. Robinson, The Graduate Intern-7
sl_ii.2 PisLiciram in Teacher Education: The First Six Years. Berkeley,
University of California Press, 1965.

This is an account of the development of the University of Cali-
fornia graduate internship teacher education program, established at
Berkeley in 1956. The report cites five elements which are considered
by the authors to be essential to this kind of program: (1) a four-year
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liberal arts degree program with professional study reserved for the
fifth year; (2) integration of theory and practice in a professional
curriculum which embodies cooperation between institution and school
dis:trict; (3) a team or "package" approach to teaching and supervision
throughout the entire professional sequence; (4) a reorganization of
professional contenfalong some other basis than compartmentalization
of separate courses taught by separate instructors; and (5) high
academic, personal, and professional standards for admission to and
retention in the program. The authors attribute the continuing success
of this.internship program to the incorporation of these elements in
the.program. The fundamental principle on which the program is based
is that neither teaching experience nor related professional content,
alone, is adequate as a curriculum; practice and theory are shown to
be successfully interwoven and interrelated.

F., The Graduate and Professional Student

34. Heard, Mexander, The Lost Years in Graduate_Education. Atlanta,
Southern Regional Education Board, 1963.

This monograph examines the factors which determine the amount
of time required to earn the doctorate. As described in the study, three
of the more general determinants are the lack of clarity of purpose
prior to a student's entering graduate study and after his entering it;
the lack of coordination and continuity in the content of degree
programs; and the lack of financial help. Other specific factors
believed by the author to increase the amount of lost time and to con-
tribute to the Variations in time expended are examined under rubrics
of personal uncertainty, unstructured freedom, interrupted study,
differences among the disciplines, and differences in program co-
ordination. This study tidily and objectively reveals the uncertainties
and frustrations of graduate students pursuing the doctorate. Implicit
throughout is the crucial question, "Are these precarious conditions
of graduate life an integral and valuable component of the program,
or are they nonessential derivatives of a wasteful and ossified system
of graduate education?" The author's response to this legitimate and
necessary question is clear: improvements must be made to organize
doctoral work in such" a way as to avoid the now "disjointed, dilatory,
and wasteful sequence of studies:"

35. Merton, Robert K. , George G. Reader, and Patricia L. Kendall,
The Student-Physician: Introductor Studies in the SoeiolsayofMedi-
cal Education, Cambridge, Mass., Harvard University Press, 1957.
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Since the college student is the central figure in education, it is
ironical that only in this decade has he become the focus of serious
and widespread research efforts. The current concern with the student
and the effect of the educative process on him is superbly exemplified
by the StudenLiElasicianj which focuses upon the ways in which the
social structure of m'edical school "largely forms the behaviors of its
members and so affects the making of the medical man." The expressed
aim of this study is to determine how the student becomes a socially
certified physician, "outfitted with a definition of his professional
status . . , with a self-image , and with a set of professional
values . . . ." This work effectively combines a psychological and
a sOciological approach which relates the variability of individuals
and the variability of a social environment.

G. The Impact of External Influences on Graduate and
Professional Education.

36. Babbidge, Homer D., and R. M. Rosenzweig, The Federal Interest
iniligner Education. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1962.

This discerning report illuminates the complex and confusing web
of relationships and the maze of supportive systems of organization
which both the Federal Government and higher education have devised
in their dealings with one another. The authors assume a double per-
spective which allows them to examine in depth the manner and the
reasons for development of such a variety of organizational arrangements.
To the critics of governmental red tape, the authors assert that complex
structure and bureaucratic operation are not exclusive properties of
the Federal Government: "probably no other segment of American
Society has so many organizations and is yet so unorganized as
higher education." The authors communicate clearly and vividly
a sense of process in governmental activities, a sense of the govern-
ment's delicate balances, a sensitive appreciation of the political
nature of governmental organization and program, and a keen knowledge
of the working of academia.

37. Brumbaugh, A. J., State-Wide Planning and Coordination. Atlanta,
Southern Regional Education Board, 1963.

This pamphlet is a useful abbreviated outline of requirements for
statewide planning. It assumes that a state must adopt a formal
approach to statewide planning and coordination to achieve excellence
and to gaip the highest possible return for every dollar invested in
higher education.
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38. Chambers, M. M., Freedom and Repression in Hight.n:
Bloomington, Ind. , Bloomcraft Press, 1965.

This work offers a rebuttal of that portion of the thesis expounded
by Conant in his book, Shaping Educational Policy, which relates to
the organization and support of American public higher education.
Stated briefly, Conant's thesis is that there is a need on a statewide,
regional, and.national level for more order, planning, and coordination
than now exists in higher education. Chambers adamantly opposes
this point of view by arguing that the benefits derived from the un-
structured, widely diverse, and flexible character of American higher
education far outweigh those of a highly organized and nationally or
regionally controlled system of higher education such as that pre-
scribed by Conant. Chambers is doubtless over-reacting to Conant's
overstatement. Chambers is surely correct in his assertion that the
rich diversity of American higher education is highly desirable; he
is less convincing in his assumption that this diversity would be
sharply curtailed with the introduction of more widespread and insistent
coordination. Conant is difficult to challenge in his belief that, given
the present environment, there is a need for really effective planning
and coordination; his assumption that the disorder and variety dis-
cernible in higher education today is totally negative is surely debat-
able. In their advocacy, these authors give little attention to the
possibility of devising an approach to coordination and cooperation
involving the state, region, or nation, which would not sacrifice but
would rather enhance and sustain the unique pluralism of American
higher education. Their critics argue that the continued maintenance
of this valued pluralism will depend largely on how inventive we are
in this regard.

39. , Voluntary State-Wide Coordination in Public
Higher Education. Ann Arbor, University of Michigan, 1961.

-The author makes a favorable evaluation of the work of voluntary
coordinating-agencies, speaking strongly against what he calls the
coercion of formal coordinating .boards. He admits, however, that it
would be impossible to secure conclusive evidence of the superiority
of voluntary coordination.

40. Gardner, John W., "Government and the Universities." In
Wilson, ed., Emeralm_patterns in Americaallater Education, p. 286-92.

The author points to the changing nature of governmental-university
relationships, which he asserts are only a part of the larger, far-
reaching, and,profoundly significant evolution occuring in the relation-
ship between the governmental and nongovernmental sectors of society.

,
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In view of these newly forming partnerships which cut across old
categories, Gardner urges both government and university officials to
become better informed of each other's situation. Each should foster
a Mutual understanding of the other; each should become exceedingly
knowing about the other. Only then, according to the author, will
universities have some measure of control over their own destiny
which they now lack.

41.. Glenny Lyman A. , Autonomy of Public Colleaesi_jhe Challenge
of Coordination. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1959.

This study, sponsored by the Carnegie Corporation and undertaken
at the then Center for the Study of Higher Education at Berkeley, remains
the best single source available on this topic. The purpose of the
study was to provide data, information, comparisons, and evaluatic,ns
which can be used by those interested in the coordination of higher
education. Glenny proceeded on the following four basic assumptions:
diversification of educational opportunity is desirable; a measure of
freedom and initiative of individual institutions within each state
benefits education; an ideal administrative model for state coordina-
tion is not known at present; and some kind and degree of coordination

<;,

of public institutions is desirable and inevitable.

42. McConnell, T. R. , A General Patternfor American
Education. New York, McGraw-Hill, 1962.

The author cogently points out that the literature on statewide
coordination is meager indeed. He states that students of higher
education and.of public administration have almost wholly neglected to
describe, much less evaluate, the organization and operation of
coordinating agencies. This work centers on the following quesIions:
"What division of labor among colleges and universities would be
economical and productive?" "What pattern of institutions, especially
public institutions, will best serve our needs?" "How can the efforts
of public colleges and universities in a state be effectively coordi-
nated?" This is a searching inquiry into a topic of profound interest,
and it merits careful reading regardless of one's point of view on
these issues.

43. Martorana, S. V. , and Ernest V. Hollis, §tate Boards Ressonsible
for Hi her Education. Washington, U. S. Office of Education, 1960.

This study is confined to state boards responsible for public
institutions of higher education, including junior colleges. The

characteristic's of each board, its scope of responsibility, and the
number and types of institutions under its jurisdiction are included;
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also examined are the size of boards, their selection of members,
their meeting procedures, and their central office staffs. The primary
conclusion is that coordination encompassed in a single statewide
board is developing at an accelerated rate, as is evidenced by the
proximity of dates of creation for this type of board and the increasing
number of such boaras.

44. Mayor, John R. , Accreditation in Teacher Education: Its Influence
on Hillier Education. Washington, National Commission on Accredit-
ing, 1965.

This report is an analysis of accreditation of teacher education
on the national, regional, and state levels. The author concludes
that graduate work differs sufficiently enough from work on the under-
graduate level to make it desirable that a different set of standards
and procedures be used for accreditation of graduate programs. This
conclusion is the basis for a recommended plan of graduate accredita-
tion which, according to the author, would recognize the special and
peculiar status of graduate programs. Features of this plan are
proposals that standards and procedures should be formulated jointly
by the Council of Graduate Schools, the Federation of Regional
Accrediting Commissions of Higher Education, and the national agency
in teacher education responsible for development of standards for the
accreditation in its area. It is also proposed that, whenever possible,
persons involved in evaluating graduate programs for accreditation
should be selected from a panel of evaluators named by the Council
of Graduate Schools.

45. Moos, Malcolm, and Francis E. Rourke, The Campus and the
State. Baltimore, Johns Hopkins Press, 1959.

This study was financed by the Fund for the Advancement of
Education of the Ford Foundation. The authors present some of the
present-day problems involving the control and direction of higher
education, both public and private, by noneducational departments
and agencies of state government. The data for this project were
obtained by interviewing educators and state government officials
throughout the country.

46. Orlans, Harold, 'The Effects of Federal Praqrams on Higher Edu-
cation: A Study of Thirty-Six Universities and Co lle es. Washington,
Brookings Institution, 1962.

This study has become one of the most widely known and authori-
tative single works on the protean topic of effects of Federal programs
on higher education. It focuses on three questions. First, what
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have been the effects of Federal. programs upon the quality of higher
education, particularly at the undergraduate level? Second, to what
extent can, or should, fuller use be made of institutions not now
heavily involved in Federal programs? Third, what has been the
experience of institutions with the administration of Federal programs?
The study examines a umple of three types of institutions and three
types of liberal arts disciplines, which the author indicates have been
chosen for their importance and the range of educational situations
exemplified rather than for their statistical representativeness. The

author cOncludes that the direct effects of Federal programs have been
profound and beneficial in the sciences, noticeable but more imbalanced
in the social sciences, and negligible in the humanities. The heavy
concentration of Federal research and development funds at a few
major installations should be continued; but a greater effort is war-
ranted to extend other programs of scientific research and education be-
low the doctoral level to more institutions which do not now partici-
pate extensively. Government programs have developed along two
administrative lines: the project system, in which funds are controlled
by individual faculty for designated purposes; and various forms of aid
for broader purposes, in which funds are controlled by alliances of
faculty or by higher administrative offices. Orlans has made a seminal
contribution toward understanding a most complex subject.

47. Perkins, James A. , "New Conditions of Autonomy." In Wilson,
ed., Emerging Patterns in American Hi her Education, p. 8-17.

Perkins depicts a host of forces emanating from inside and out-
side universities and colleges, arid he maintains that these forces
affect, challenge, and impinge on the viability of an autonomous
system of American higher education to such an extent that a redefini-
tion of the term "autonomy" is required. However, despite these myriad
forces, of which growth is the most basic and influential, Perkins
asserts that university autonomy, as he newly defines it, is a "precious
asset" which "has its strongest case in its role as the great protector
of intellectual freedom:" The ease for the autonomous university--
that is, within the delimiting framework of these new conditions of
autonomy--rests equally upon the continuance of the university as a
major initiating and innovative force and upon the capacity of the
university to demonstrate and persuade that only through an appro-
priate measure of autonomy can a responsible belance of its interests
with those of the larger public be achieved. This eloquent essay
places much of the burden on higher education: ithin certain recog-
nizable and justifiable constraints, higher education must take the
initiative to see that its capacity for self-determination is not eroded.

48. Rivlin, Alice M., The Role of the Federal G,p=n'_Lerli.n Financing
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Higher Education. Washington, Brookings Institution, 1961.

There are two expressed purposes of this study: first, to trace
the history of Federal concern with higher education; and second, to
raise and discuss fundamental questions about the future roi,.; of the
Federal Government in financing higher education. The issues are
presented as not only intrinsically important, but doubly significant
when viewed in the light of higher education's vital role in bolstering
the nation's economic and military strength. The author examines
alternative programs and confliciting points of view on aid to higher
education in an effort to determine the appropriate role of the Federal
Government. She concludes that the Federal Government should plan

to increase substantially its support of higher education, and that
Federal monies should be directed toward support of instructional
functions and construction of facilities as well as toward research.
Additionally, she maintains that research funds should not be used to
cover deficits in institutional budgets for instruction. The materials
are pertinent and well-presented.

49. Wilson, Logan, "Myths and Realities of Institutional Independence."
In Wilson, ed. , laming Patterns in Higher

p. 18-28. Washington, American Council on Education, 1965.

In this concentrated essay, the author argues that universities
constitute one set of institutions in a complex, interwoven, multi-
institutional society. This observation may seem too evident to need
expression, but as it is stated here it effectively sets higher educa-
tion in a broad societal context and thereby.provides essential per-.
spective. Further, there are no longer precise boundaries separating
these many institutions, all of which become enmeshed in an enlarged
web of interrelationships. A corollary to the second point is that this
mutual and multilateral involvement inescapably includes the potential
of compromised integrity and independence. Confronted with this
potential for erosion of their autonomy, the task of the university
becomes clear:. a continuing assessment must be made to differentiate
between the realities and the fictions of institutional autonomy. Given
this evaluation, universities can then work to achieve and maintain
the delicate equilibrium between relative freedom and total infringe-
ment on their jurisdictions. t
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REACTIONS

In 'order for this second series of "New Dimensions in
Higher Education" to better serve the needs of colleges and
ufriversities throughout the nation, reader reaction is herewith
being sought. In this instance, with respect to Trends and
Deyelopments in Graduate Education, the following questions
are asked:

1. Can you suggest other reports, experimental programs,
or institutional experiences that would add significantly
to this report?

2. What problems related to this subject should be given
the highest priority, in terms of further research?

3. What can the United States Office of Education do to
accelerate improvements and advancements in the
nation's graduate schools?

Kindly address reactions to:

Dr. Winslow R. Hatch
Bureau of Higher Education Research
Office of Education
U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare
Washington, D. C. 20202


